Sleep savvy. Live happy.

The ZzzPower™
Sleep Program for
K–2 Students: SleepFocused Strategies
for Mental Health
There’s a major challenge at schools.
Kids need sleep to be fully engaged in their
lives, yet 70 percent of Canadian kids don’t
get enough sleep. That’s nearly three out of
four kids turning up to school tired, unable
to retain what they learn and unequipped
to flourish mentally and physically.

Join a movement of communities across
Canada who are empowering happy families with
knowledge and techniques to support mental
well-being through the power of healthy sleep.

There’s a refreshingly practical way
to turn things around.
The ZzzPower™ Sleep Program can change
this. It’s an elementary school-focused
initiative for school districts to champion
the role of healthy sleep and its direct link
to learning and mental well-being.

The Quest For Rest Two-Part Book .............................................

SNEAK PEEK:

ZzzPower Sleep Program .................................................................
SNEAK PEEK:

Canada’s first elementary school focussed initiative for school
districts who champion the importance of healthy sleep
It’s simple but effective.
The ZzzPower™ Sleep Program features 4 turnkey classroom lessons that use doctorapproved, teacher-validated, and mom-tested activities to drastically improve students’
sleep habits.
It covers all the bases.
The ZzzPower™ Sleep Program also offers fun, stigma-free activities for students to do
with their parents. It bridges the gap between what happens at school and what happens at
home, covering everything from screen time to bedtime. And it’s the perfect complement
to social and emotional learning (SEL) initiatives for schools that want to level up!

“Our goal is that every child in our district
would have ‘Polly & Pickles; The Quest for
Rest’ book in their hands as they pass through
Kindergarten/Grade 1”.
Dr. Daniel To, District Principal
Education Services, Surrey Schools

....................................................
“Early development and maintenance of
a healthy sleep pattern helps to ensure
children achieve their potential for physical
and intellectual development and sets the
foundation for healthy sleep in adult life”.
Dr. David Wensley, Medical Director
BC Children’s Hospital, Sleep Laboratory

....................................................
• “The Quest For Rest” is our evidence-based, fun story
book helping families build healthy sleep patterns.
• “ZzzPower Sleep Program” is our elementary school
focused initiative for school districts who champion
the importance of healthy sleep as a support of mental,
emotional, and physical wellness.

Let’s Talk!

“As a Francophone school board, we look forward
to having translated materials to use with our
young learners. “
Marc Champagne, Executive Director,
Commission Scolaire Francophone du Yukon

To order, collaborate or simply learn more, contact andrea@paperclouds.ca
or 778-886-6870. For more information visit www.paperclouds.ca.
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